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revenge.
He didn’t just give that infraproletariat of poor workers a place in the sun.
In many ways he placed them above the employee, the teacher, and even the
professional. The liberal middle dass and the bureaucracy were left behind
and below them. He formed a new class, so to speak, intermediate between
the superior class of potentates and their associates, and the middle class,
properly speaking. He sketched for it a Peronist sociology philosophy, and
even religion, with its codes and doctrines. He took advantage of the cracks
produced during centuries of misery and ignorance, and in them he intro
duced his cold chisel, reducing "his" people to impotence. How can we re
proach the people that did not feel this as a loss of liberty and dignity when
they had never had these things to begin with. hi taking advantage of their
good faith, others had preceded him a long time before.
This is the "obrerismo" [pro-worker attitude] of Peron-how different
than Yrigoyen’s electoralism, but at the same time how similar to Rosas’ gov
ernment of mulattoes and gauchos.

And Perdn had more than goodness and intelligence: he had the ability to
make them visible and exhibit them without being ashamed of them-not as
a people, but rather as a tremendous and aggressive force that endangered
the very foundations of a society built with just a fraction of its human ele
ment that being the chosen people that we had watched parade on national
holidays, dressed in their Sunday best. These were the people that we had
not taken into account, as I said, but still existed. Not a buried people, like
the Inca or Aztec, a living people, yet also a dead people. No. It was a living
people that was now on the move. And they were our ragged brothers, our
miserable brothers-what could be called, to use a technical term, the
Lumpenproletaridt. They were also the Mazorca, since they came out of meat
refrigerating plants like the others that came out of the meat salting plants.
They were the same troops that had belonged to Rosas, and were now en
rolled under Perón’s flag, who was at the same time the successor of that
older tyrant. Of the same species, and the legal representatives of those
masses, they moved through the city, this time without ponchos, in the very
bosom of the city without ponchos, but with a knife, the tool of ham
stringers, slaughterers, and salters of beef jerky. The country was still a great
breeding-ground and slaughterhouse of cattle, as it had been from Echever
rIa until Hudson. And those sinister demons of the plain that Sarmiento de
scribed in Facundo had not perished. They are alive this instant and
dedicated to the same task, only this time under a roof, in much larger busi
nesses than those of Rosas, Anchorena, Terrero y Urquiza. On October 17
they came out to ask about their captivity, to demand a place under the sun.
And they appeared with their butcher’s knives in their belts, threatening a
barrio none version of Saint Batholomew’s massacre. We felt chills watching
them parade in a true silent horde, carrying signs that threatened a terrible
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Eva Perth, radio speech, February 26, 1947, Radio del Es
ftisión. Excerpt translated by the editors.

Friends and companions,
Once again, I request your attention hopin
woman to lead her companions, to champion thei
Once again, I demand your support, because
all Argentine women-cannot be given up until
of you, then, with the deep conviction of speaking
guage that is truthful, patriotic and, above all, pro
Women’s anguishes have always been, and wil
breathe women’s concerns. Their hopes are mine.
my impulse. They feed my belief in the goodness
Everything the woman of my country hopes to o
of action. I could never step back or withdraw
road to what is dearest in my people.
I have told you about the conquest of fem
achievement for our sex. I must reiterate my pre
phasize the need for the Legislature to promulg
take the place they deserve in public institutions.
testimony to national responsibility, a credit to p
rule-the woman’s vote will be the most powerf
for the decisive conquest of the Argentine soul. I

The beginning of the feminist struggle to improve wome
the late 1800s. Much as in western Europe, Latin Amer
with urban contexts, and frequently with socialist or
women suffiage was not the first priority offeminist o
ica, it was a clearly articulated right at least since the ear
longec however fir actual laws to he enacted. In Argen
ponant feminist organizations, women would have to w
vote. Paradoxically, this achievement was not the result
mandc, but rather an initiative of the new Peronist go
was closely associated with the Catholic Church. The ap
version of this cause was Eva Perdn-then only twenty-s
took Jill advantage of the melodramatic talent develop
radio actress. In one of herfirst independentpolitical perf
cryfrom the rzdical image of the Evita of the late 194
grated women suffrage into a context of traditional val
from that putJhrward by the old leaders ofthefnninist
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the male will, and contributes with the certified logic of another vast human
sector. Workers, students, employees, professionals, farmers, women in a
thousand towns and a thousand occupations, are having an effect on the
complex electoral mechanism. They voice their concerns. They express
their will. They introduce themselves decisively into the dynamics of the
country. They bring their domestic responsibilities, already engaged as they
are in the solution of national problems. They rescue from unjustified for
getfulness on the part of the public the feminine mentality and feeling, what
is most intimate and clear about human experience. In short, they contribute
to the electoral movement the clarity the sixth sense, the portentous faculty
of intuition, seeing right through the tricks of politicians and the fickle
games of human passion.
The Argentine woman, responsible for the Christian nurturing of the
familyi the Argentine woman, essential foundation of the household, repre
sents, above all else, what is unpolluted and truthful. Life itself, with its end
less sequence of judgments, its infinite range of great and small needs, is
present in the will of the woman. Women think for their households, which
means thinking for their families as well as thinking for their country-the
sum of all the families dispersed across the fertile ground of our motherland.
Thus, female suffrage will provide civic rights to women already knowledge
able in human rights. In this way, women are attaching a universal stamp to
their vote, a vote that will now carry the depth of everyday pain, joy, and con
cern. We mean to bring to the ballot the hearts of the women of this country.
To abstract politics we want to bring human warmth, this breadth of life that
is always supporting her man in his struggles, and contributing to the na
tional wealth. The woman of the factory is one with the rural woman; the
woman of the laboratory lives under the same sky as the teacher in the far
away school; the porteflo woman [from Buenos Aires] in the street dreams of
having a place in Argentine society, just like the sacrificing woman of the ru
ral pampa. The hour of the woman has arrived in Argentina, [and will be a]
precursor to American rights movements.
However, female suffrage means something else. It means responsibility.
It means a sacred commitment-the responsibility and commitment of the
example that the exercise of this right involves. Let us not forget that the
woman represents the home. In fact, the home is the cradle of the new men,
the environment where they develop. It is his education, the exercise of his
first public faith, the example of the beginning of the difficult career of citi
zenship. This is where the weapon of suffrage is extraordinarily valuable for
women: the will to choose, to discriminate, to illustrate; the will to deny or
consent in the democratic game of the elections of a people.
I believe that we can’t speak of an Argentine household that is not a
Christian household. The image of the Crosses in the old houses of our an
cestors is still fresh. We were conceived under the Cross.
Under the
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greatly expanded the state’s capacity to provide service
first time, workers were explicitly included in the dom
the traditional political definition, Peronism added
took many forms, both in discourse and action. Not th
were the many policies of social inclunon and redistri
great variety of new qfJlcial departments. Another
channels of direct communication between the leaders
went beyond the visible rituals of celebration of Oct
ceived in her office a multitude ofpeople mostly poor

Much as Vargas did in Brazil, the Peronist gover
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Cross we learned our ABCs and counted on
have crossed our hands in the last invocation.
toms is Christian. Dormant or active, the r
over every other sign of non-Argentine ethi
we have spoken about traditional Catholic fai
made mistakes, when we built upon the fore
our legislation, or established by surprise in i
when we speak of the Argentine home, and
that home, we speak of the Christian wom
solid foundation of traditional morality In
hope that every woman vote, we could add th
cording to her religious sense, that is, accordi
mother, wife or daughter.
Women will defend what is permanent w
will. When choosing, women define themsel
tion of the home, the family, the Catholic f
might be opposed to moral scruples and
women will be more than regular citizens at
moral outpost, overcoming the sterility and
politics. The hour of the woman is the hour o
Her home guarantees her will. Her vote is no
manent commitment, along with the daily re
would mean abdicating into strange hands her
ing wrongly would be a painful family experim
bly binds within the community principles of
Women can vote and must vote, as the hope
must vote, most of all, as a demand of perso
than today.
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